Appleton West High School

610 N. Badger Ave.

What makes West special?
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Appleton West High School has a special, and a dedicated and

monitor our freshmen closely,

rich tradition of excellence

supportive staff help our students

and students who need

dating back to 1938. Appleton

reach their full potential.

additional support are returned

West has an amazing alumni
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base, evidenced by its 57
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members of the Appleton West
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Hall of Fame, including the
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current president of Microsoft, a
former State Supreme Court
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Justice, and a Freedom Rider. At

Grade Levels: 9-12

West, this tradition of excellence

Principal Mark McQuade

lives on every day.
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Students make Appleton West

Awards &
Honors

Support for incoming freshmen
includes Terror Success, where
students spend time each day with
teachers and upper classmen to
help transition to the high school
level. After proving they have the
academic skills needed to succeed,
freshmen earn their way out of
Terror Success. At West, we

to the Terror Success program to
get back on track.
Similarly, there are ample
opportunities for all students to
receive support before, during,
or after school. One such
program is referred to as “ninth
hour” where students can get
tutoring in the library after
school.

Opportunities at West
Opportunities to succeed at

forging lasting relationships in

West abound. Whether you

an environment that is truly

need extra support or an added

similar to the world they will

challenge, teachers are available

inherit.

during our “Flex” on a daily
basis. Helping you succeed is
every teacher’s priority.

Facilities at West continue to be
improved each and every year.
While the charm of the late

Student initiated clubs allow a

1930’s is still apparent

great deal of choice in student

throughout our beautiful

participation—student interest

building, modern touches such

drives the clubs we have. Clubs

as new science labs, a state-of-

are coupled with a great fine arts

the-art technology education

program and when combined

center, and the conference’s

with our sports teams, we offer

best high school track complex

students plenty of opportunities

provide our students with great

to learn beyond the classroom.

facilities while being reminded

Diversity is truly a strength and

of their strong foundation.

West. Students from a myriad of

Visitors to West are always

cultures attend school together

impressed. Come see why!

